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Abstract—The vital objective of artificial intelligence is to discover and understand the human competences, one of which is the capability to distinguish several text objects within one or more images exhibited on any canvas including prints, videos or electronic displays. Multimedia data has increased rapidly in past years. Textual information present in multimedia contains important information about the image/video content. However it needs to technologically verify the commonly used human intelligence of detecting and differentiating the text within an image, for computers. Hence in this paper feature set based on anatomical study of human text detection system is proposed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There are very strong reasons to believe with substantial evidences that the first and foremost creation of universe would be a pen, which draws and writes. This writing develops into a plan to be manifested in shape of a logical working of every tier of all known and unknown galaxies. Even today in times of technological advancements and scientific progression, we could avoid only little about pen but not at all about writing. We write to read, teach, prove, plan, assimilate and disseminate. This all is worth proofing the very importance of alphabets, words, sentences and nevertheless, languages to understand.

In recent years there is a rapid increase in multimedia libraries, which raise the need of efficiently retrieving, indexing and browsing multimedia information. Several approaches have been introduced in the literature to retrieve image and video data. These techniques are based on color, texture, shape and relation between objects etc. For text based queries, text embedded in images and videos for retrieval is a very good option.

Visual texts appearing in multimedia data often impart knowledge about news headings, title of movie, brands of products, scores of a match, date and time when an event took place. All this information is vital for understanding and retrieving images and videos.

Text extraction and recognition process comprises of five steps namely text detection, text localization, text tracking, segmentation or binarization, and character recognition.

Text detection and localization are the primary steps in text extraction process. Different features are used in the literature to detect the text in the image. Mostly, these features are imported from other applications of computer vision and pattern recognition and these features are targeting the specific set of images. Most appropriate way of defining the text extraction features is to study the human brain operations and features used by humans to extract the text. No formal survey or study is conducted in the literature to study the human text detection system. This paper present the study of human text detection method and intelligent framework is presented to study the anatomical feature set used for text detection. Feature set describing the text objects in the image is also concluded.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II highlights some related work of the field. Section III proposes an intelligent framework to extract text detection features. Section IV presents the dataset used and results of the survey and section V provides some concluding remarks.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A variety of approaches of text extraction have been proposed during the past years. [1]-[10]. Comprehensive surveys can be found in [11]-[14]. But very less work has been done in defining the novel feature vectors for text detection. Most of the existing systems use few conventional features to classify text and non text objects. These features are generally defining few geometrical features of the text objects.

Zhong et al. [15] used a CC-based method using color reduction. They quantize the color space using the peaks in a color histogram in the RGB color space. Each text component goes through a filtering stage using heuristics, such as area, diameter, and spatial alignment.

Two geometrical constraints are applied by Wolf and Jolion [16] to eliminate the non text and detect the text objects from videos. One is the width to height ratio and the second one is number of text pixels of the component to area of the bounding box.
Simple rules are used by Ezaki [17] to filter out the false detections. They imposed constraints on the aspect ratio and area to decrease the number of non-character candidates. Isolated characters are also eliminated from the text candidate list.

Hua et al. [18] used the constraints on height and width of the text candidates to reduce the false alarms. They also defined fill factor constraint to further reduce the non text objects. They defined the upper and lower limits for ratio of horizontal edge points to vertical edge points. They have also defined the upper limit for the ratio of edge points to total number of pixels in the area. Here the edge points represent horizontal edge, vertical edge and overall edge.

Epshtein et al. [19] present a novel image operator that seeks to find the stroke width for each image pixel, and demonstrate its use on the task of text detection in natural images. Many of the recent techniques are using this operator as part of text detection feature vector.

Local binary pattern is being used by Wei and Lin [20] for texture analysis. They first extracted the statistic feature of each text candidate by resizing each text candidate to 128x128 size. They then used Haar wavelet transform to decompose the text candidate to the four sub-band images including: low frequency (LL) band, vertical high frequency (LH) band, horizontal high frequency (HL) band and high frequency (HH) band. Next, they calculated the features in four sub-bands including mean, standard deviation and entropy of each sub-band. In addition to these statistic features, five features of the gray-level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM); energy, entropy, contrast, homogeneity and correlation, are calculated for each four direction in four wavelet sub-bands. 92-dimensional feature vector for each text candidate was generated, which was reduced to 36-dimensions using the principal component analysis (PCA).

After applying the morphological dilation on detected corner points in the image, [21] used five region properties as the features to describe text regions. These features are area, saturation, orientation, aspect ratio and position. The area is the foreground pixels in the bounding box. Saturation specifies the proportion of the foreground pixels in the bounding box that also belong to the region. Orientation is defined as the angle between x-axis and the major axis of the ellipse that has the same second-moments as the region. Aspect ratio of the bounding box is defined as the ratio of its width to its height. Position is defined by the region’s centroid.

Shivakumara et al. [22] used two features to eliminate the false positives. One is the straightness and the other one is The first feature, straightness, comes from the observation that text strings appear on a straight line (their assumption), while false positives can have irregular shapes. The second feature, edge density, is defined as the ratio of edge length to the connected component area. Ranjinian and Sundaresan [23] used the area to find the text area blob.

There is a need of in-depth study of text structures. Anatomical study of human text detection can be useful for identification of such features. And there is also a need to mathematically model those bio inspired features to make it workable for machines. Detailed geometrical and statistical study of text objects is also required.

III. METHODOLOGY

Humans are very good in detecting text in the images and scenes around them. So it’s very important to study the anatomical text detection system before deciding the features for machines, to detect text. This is the reason that the intelligent framework to study the human text detection system is presented and testified in this paper.

People won’t be able to answer if direct investigation about the features of text and nontext objects is carried out. So an indirect framework is designed so that features can be summarized. First the dataset containing the text images is collected with variation in font, color, size and language of the text.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Possible Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>Known Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regularity</td>
<td>Symmetric Non symmetric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density</td>
<td>Single Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>View</td>
<td>Distant Close</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Framework is designed by observing the little child who is yet in age of learning any specific language of world. Till he does not know how to read and write any language, he does not have even the idea of difference between a drawing and writing, but then he gets to know spelling of words, way of writing a specific language and development of words into sentences. Actually this is the time he starts differentiating between what is drawn and what is written, though he yet does not know, how to read or write all known languages less one, he is taught. But keeping in mind the way of writing and specific texture of words, running in a regular scheme as a reference, he can make out that the one displayed in front of him is a text and not a simple drawing. So he can detect and differentiate now, though yet cannot assimilate to read.

Based on this observation, it is deduced that recognition and detection are two different processes. In order to get the separate observations for detection and recognition, language is considered as the parameter in the framework. So text of known as well as unknown language is added to the dataset. In order to emphasize this point, two views are introduced in the framework. One is the close view, that is distance between the viewer and the text image is very less, that the person is able to see and assimilate the text. Other one is the distant view, in this the person can see but not able to assimilate the text .e.g. small
text appeared on billboard viewed from the distance can be seen but can’t be read.

Other two parameters are the symmetry and density of words. Symmetric text is the one having same height, size, font and color for all characters, aligned in some specific direction. Non symmetric text misses all or some of the features of symmetric text.

(a) Isolated Characters (b) Text in monograms (Irregular text)

Figure 1. (a) Isolated Characters (b) Text in monograms (Irregular text)

Four parameters and their possible values defined in the framework to explore the text features are shown in table 1.

For the sake of clarity, parameters are defined here. Known language is the language whose writing style is familiar to the viewer and unknown language is one with the alien writing style. If a person can read and write the English language only, the Spanish and Korean would be unknown language for that person. Regular text is the text with symmetry e.g. news credits and irregular text is the text without symmetry, which normally appears in the monograms and product labels. Examples of different text groups of images are presented in fig. 1. View is defined in terms of distance of viewer from the text. Close view is the one, text can be seen and read comfortably and it is distant view if text can be seen but cannot be read.

Twelve different groups are formulated by combination of above mentioned parameters. These groups can be observed through the parameter tree shown in fig. 2. Alphabetical tag (A-L) is attached to each of these groups. For example, Label ‘A’ is assigned to the group with isolated character of a known language, which is viewed from distance.

IV. Dataset and Results

A. Dataset

Dataset includes images with variety of text styles. Dataset includes text with variation in font, style, color and language.

Dataset also include the artistic text, text in monograms, isolated and grouped characters.

Dataset is divided into six test sets; these are:

A. Isolated characters of known language
B. Isolated characters of unknown language
C. Grouped characters of known language, with symmetry
D. Grouped characters of known language, without symmetry
E. Grouped characters of unknown language, with symmetry
F. Grouped characters of unknown language, without symmetry

Twenty images of each category are included in the dataset; which makes the total of 120 images in the dataset. Some images from the dataset are presented in the fig. 3
Figure 2. Parameter Tree

Figure 3. Sample dataset images

B. Participants

Fifty individuals, ranging in age from 7 to 12 years, completed the survey. This age group is chosen because;
people of this age group usually have reading and writing knowledge of only one language. The people below this range may not have knowledge of reading and writing any language. People age above this age group may have knowledge of many languages or they have developed the knowledge of relating different facts to detect text in the image.

C. Results

Six test sets of dataset are checked under two conditions; distant view and close view. Parameter tree in fig. 2 describes all the possible test cases for the experimentation. Dataset categories (1-6) for distant view is represented by (A-F) in parameter tree and (G-L) characterize close view cases.

Table 2 shows the results of the carried out experiments. Test Case shows the labels associated to each case in the parameter tree. Next four columns represent different possible values for the parameters of framework. Last column represents the accuracy of the detection. Accuracy is computed by

\[
\text{Accuracy} = \frac{\text{Correctly detected objects}}{\text{Total number of text objects}} \times 100
\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Case</th>
<th>View</th>
<th>Density</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Symmetry</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Distant</td>
<td>Single</td>
<td>Known</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Distant</td>
<td>Single</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Distant</td>
<td>Group</td>
<td>Known</td>
<td>Symmetric</td>
<td>99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Distant</td>
<td>Group</td>
<td>Known</td>
<td>Non-Symmetric</td>
<td>39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Distant</td>
<td>Group</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Symmetric</td>
<td>97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>Distant</td>
<td>Group</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Non-Symmetric</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>Close</td>
<td>Single</td>
<td>Known</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>Close</td>
<td>Single</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Close</td>
<td>Group</td>
<td>Known</td>
<td>Symmetric</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>Close</td>
<td>Group</td>
<td>Known</td>
<td>Non-Symmetric</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>Close</td>
<td>Group</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Symmetric</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>Close</td>
<td>Group</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Non-Symmetric</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the study of test cases one and two, it is clear that isolated characters are detected only if of known language and viewed closely.

From the above discussion it can be concluded that text detection and recognition are two different stages for human text vision system. Text can be detected in following conditions:

- Text should be symmetric, that is it should have equal gaps between the characters and words and height of the characters should be approximately same.
- Text should be in groups i.e. it should be combination of three or more characters.
If above two features exists in the text that can be detected from distant as well as from close view. It will be detected whether it is of known language or unknown language. But if text lacks the above mentioned features, it can only be detected if recognized. So the above mentioned features are necessary to detect the text without recognition i.e. without knowing the shape of the alphabets of language.

So in order to detect the text before the recognition process, symmetry of the text can be exploited. This symmetry may includes

- Periodic gaps between characters.
- Even distribution of foreground object.
- Constant instantaneous height of text object.
- Ratio of background and foreground remains almost same throughout the object.

These features can be used for the text detection process. So there is a need to develop the mechanism for regular and irregular texts separately. Humans can even detect the text of unknown language, where they cannot recognize the characters and words. However the criterion remains, that common features between languages, that is a regular scheme of words and texture prevails. Whereas to read a specialized text, like monograms and logos, where texture of words and sequence may vary, one may know the difference of a drawing or a text only when he knows the specific language in which it is written. This means, that to read an uncommon and irregular writing, the brain of human needs to assimilate first, and to read afterwards.

V. Conclusion

In this paper an intelligent framework is designed to explore the features, used by human to detect text in the image. This framework consists of four parameters, each having two possible values. Total twelve test cases can be formulated with the combination of these parameters. These test cases are tested by the fifty observers and it is deduced that text detection and recognition are two separate steps in the human text detection system. In some cases detection is carried out without recognition and in other cases detection is done through the recognition. In the later cases detection won’t be possible without recognition.

From the experimentation it is observed that if detection has to be carried out without the recognition process; following features should exist in the text; one is symmetry and other one is the group of characters. If either of the features is missing from the text, text cannot be detected unless recognized.

Mathematical representation of feature vector can also be formulated as future research work.
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